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T R I S H   C A U S E Y
Composer ~ Lyricist ~ Orchestrator

McKnight Visiting Composer Residency
March 14, 2023 

Dear Panelists,

I  submit  to  you  my Proposal  for  the  2023 McKnight  Visiting  Composer  Residency.  I  am a
composer in Mississippi,  & I  truly look forward to spending time in Minnesota,  observing &
interacting with Minnesota artists.

I have organized my Proposal into the following sections:

I. Objective ~ p. 2
II. Background ~ p. 2

III. The Music ~ p. 4
IV. History Lesson ~ p. 4
V. Back to the Music ~ p.5

VI. Work Samples ~ p. 6
VII. McKnight Visiting Composer Residency ~ p. 7

VIII. References ~ p. 8
IX. Additional Materials ~ p. 8

I greatly appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

trish

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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~ I. OBJECTIVE ~

My objective  for  being  in  Minnesota  via  the  McKnight  Visiting  Composers'  Residency is  to
observe, learn, & interact with musicians & teachers of Indian classical music & Flamenco to
inform my current work-in-progress, LOVE AGAIN, with authentic rhythms & musical motifs of
both classical Indian & Flamenco music & dance.

In both cultures,  dance is inseparable from music. Therefore,  the majority of the Minnesota
artists with whom I would like to collaborate are dancers or dance organizations. Within these
groups, the foundational elements of their music are taught along with the basics of dance.
 
Indian music:

• Ragamala Dance Company ~ Minneapolis, MN : ragamaladance.org 
• SAATH – South Asian Arts & Theater House ~ Minneapolis, MN : saathmn.org
• Katha Dance Theatre ~ Crystal, MC : kathadance.org
• RGK Dance Academy ~ Plymouth, MN : rgkdance.org

Flamenco:
• Sachiko La Chayi ~ Minneapolis, MN : sachikolachayi.com
• Zorongo Flamenco Dance Theatre ~ Minneapolis, MN : zorongo.org

~ II. BACKGROUND ~

I  am in the process of composing a Symphonic Rock Broad'pera called LOVE AGAIN, with
featured singers GRAMMY® Award-winning opera  basso profundo Zachary James & award-
winning mezzo-soprano Renée Sokol Huff. The storyline is set, while the music is being created.

Music-teacher Magda seeks out bohemian psychic A'Ri'Ka to help
her  find  the  perfect  man.  A'Ri'Ka  connects  Magda  with  snooty
bookshop owner Deven. They are soulmates – lovers destined to
be together – except for the hundreds of past lives in which their
union is thwarted by others' intolerance.

With  A'Ri'Ka's  help,  Magda  &  Deven  travel  across  timelines  &
lifetimes  to  uncover  the  secrets  of  breaking  curses,  healing
generational  wounds,  &  bridging  differences  through  cultural
understanding, compassion, & forgiveness. (And did I mention the
aliens?  Okay.  Later.)  Magda  &  Deven  prove  that  a  heart,  once
broken, can indeed learn to LOVE AGAIN.

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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First Magda, then Deven, awakens to the truth of their journey through past-life regressions,
visions, & dreams. With A'Ri'Ka as their no-nonsense guide, they recognize repeating patterns
of external influences splitting them apart. 

Rigid religiosity & racism forbid their love as a lesbian couple in
16th  century  Andalucía  (Spain).  Magda  is  a  young  Spanish
noblewoman, whose overbearing Catholic  mother is  disgusted
by Deven's aspect that lifetime as a carefree “Kalé” woman – a
“Gypsy”-Rom  with little respect for authority or society's dictates.

In  ancient  India,  Deven  is  a
Noble-Warrior,  but  Magda  is  an
Untouchable. They are unable to
marry  because  they  are  from
different  castes.  The  ingrained
sociocultural  taboos  &  volatile
politics  of  intermarriage  threaten
to  implode  both  the  religious  &
aristocratic  factions.  Their  only
solace  is  the  equality-based,
nonjudgmental,  goddess-centric
haven of  the “householder”  path
within a Tantrik temple – much to

the disapproval of the Vedic priestly caste of male brahmins who
rely on the financial patronage of Deven's noble family.

In 9th c. eastern Europe, Deven
&  Magda  are  nomadic  Magyars
Vászúl & Íkla, who want to settle
down, but Vászúl is killed in battle before he can claim the land
for his people & found the country that will  become known as
Hungary.  Distraught by his death,  time-hopping sorceress Ílka
curses all the women in her future line so they will never unite
with their soulmate – because losing Love is a heart-shredding
agony that no one should bear.

As the music continues to unfold during the creative process,
other  important  themes relevant  to society beckon awareness
via  the  supporting  characters:  the  increasing  rate  of
homelessness, the food/health inequality of the poor, the failure
to  help  veterans  with  mental  health  issues  & Complex-PTSD
after war, the devastation of the Divine Feminine by patriarchal
regimes, internalized misogyny of privileged women, as well as

the “battle of the sexes” played out via the Toxic Masculine & Wounded Feminine archetypes. 

Humanity, as a collective, has many struggles inherited from previous generations. There is no
easy answer or one-size-fits-all solution. Each of us plays a part in healing the wounds around
us. Magda & Deven take responsibility for their part in this dystopian human condition as they
heal their karma – & the curse! – to be conscious creators of their present moment & their future
together. 

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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~ III. THE MUSIC ~
In December 2021, I gifted mezzo-soprano, Renée Sokol Huff, DMA, an offer to compose a
work  for  her  based  on  the  “Hungarian  Gypsy  minor  scale”  because  Renée  is  a  second-
generation American whose Hungarian/Romani-Gypsy grandparents immigrated from Hungary.

A lifelong activist, I became aware years ago of the discrimination against “Gypsies” (Romani) in
Europe since the 15th century. Well-regarded for their music by nobles, they struggled to find an
area in which they could exist without resentment of their presence & cultural heritage.

Throughout  2022,  I  studied  both  Hungarian  &  Romani/”Gypsy”  history,  native  instruments,
music,  scales,  modes,  &  performance  style.  The  proposed  song  cycle  wanted  to  become
something more – & it has. 

My work-in-progress is LOVE AGAIN, a Symphonic Rock Broad'pera in style & multidimensional
in scope. This work pulls in the music genres that define my style, which I call, “Global Deep-
fried  Theatrical  Jazz”:  Musical  Theatre,  classical,  opera,  symphonic  rock,  jazz,  Irish,
Andalucian/Flamenco,  &  Indian  music.  I  am  composing  this  work  to  be  realized  with
powerhouse-singing by trained singers & a large choral ensemble, backed by a properly-funded
orchestra with living, breathing musicians, with the conductor at a podium (not conducting from
the piano).

~ IV. HISTORY LESSON ~

~ Hungarian Magyars ~

Hungarians call themselves “Magyars”.  The Magyars belonged to a Scythian nomadic group
that migrated across Central Asia, including North India, & settled for a time near the Russian
rivers Kama & Volga, west of the Ural Mountains. Magyar art & symbolism can be traced back
to the iconography of the Scythian culture, which also included South Asia & Eastern Europe.
Climate changes altered the temperatures, waterways, & land. This is likely the initial reason for
the migration westward. 

Hungarian  historian  Kovacs  Imre  Berne  has  connected  modern-day  Hunnic  spiritual
iconography & practices to the Chauhans who entered India during the 1st c. through 5th c. CE.
Berne further studied his hypothesis during cultural exchange sessions at Rajasthan University,
notably “Cultural Similarities with Chauhan rulers of India”. The term “Hun” is possibly derived
from the Sanskrit Hūṇā, the name given to the Central Asian/Scythian nomads by the ancient
Indians when the Chauhans entered India via the Khyber Pass in modern-day Pakistan.

~ Romani ~

The origin of the Romani seems to have begun in what is now Northern India. In 250 BCE, the
Romani left the Rajasthan area & settled in the Punjab region. Romani have genetic, linguistic,
musical, dance, & cultural connections with the Dom, a.k.a. The Domba, of Northern India. 

Tony Gatlif's 1993 documentary  Latcho Drom follows the thread of Romani music, capturing
their music & dance styles from Northern India, into Hungary, across Europe, to Spain. Raphael
Treza's 2015 documentary Cobra Gypsies sheds light on the Kabeliya in Rajasthan, India.

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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~ V. BACK TO THE MUSIC ~

~ Hungarian Gypsy Minor Scale ~

LOVE AGAIN's main themes are built on the “Hungarian Gypsy minor scale” because Renée's
ethnic background is both Hungarian/Magyar & Hungarian/Romani (“Gypsy”). 

Derived from the double harmonic minor scale, the Hungarian minor scale consists of these
intervals :

1  2  f3  s4  5  f6  7

sometimes utilizing the “Gypsy” variant of the f7. 

1  2  f3  s4  5  f6  f7
The Hungarian minor scale corresponds to the classical Indian Simhendramadhyamam ragam,
while the Romani/“Gypsy” variant  corresponds to the  similar Indian  Shanmukhapriya ragam,
both  of  which are  integral  components  of  the  South  Indian music  of  the Carnatic  tradition,
Karnāṭaka  saṅgītam. The  Hungarian-Magyar  style  converges  with  Romani/“Gypsy”,  both
drawing upon a common ancient Indian music heritage.

The development of Hungarian music with its Romani/“Gypsy” influences is an adventurous trek
through Central Asia, India, Siberia, & Eastern Europe. The term “Gypsy music” was coined by
Hungarian  composer  Franz  Liszt  in  his  Des  Bohémiens  et  de  leur  musique  en  Hongrie.
However,  fellow  Hungarian  composers  Béla  Bartók &  Zoltán  Kodály both  argued  that  the
Romani adopted Hungarian music elements & altered them into what has become known as
Rom music, or “Gypsy music”. Perhaps, Liszt, Bartók, & Kodály are all correct since both ethnic

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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Two of the main scenes in LOVE AGAIN take place in the colorful landscapes of ancient India &
Andalucía, Spain. With 2 other scenes & 11 songs already composed, I have conducted much
research through the University of Google, & I have thoroughly loved diving deeply into this
ethnomusicological rabbit-hole. 

The next phase is here. Immersion – into the music & culture of Indian & Flamenco rhythms,
instruments, singing, & dance. The fantastic, award-winning artists & organizations I have listed
as possible collaboration partners exemplify what I need to learn firsthand with expert mentors.

~ VI. WORK SAMPLES ~

Even though composing a new work is not part of the residency, my intention is to learn & be
inspired to compose 2 scenes for LOVE AGAIN. These Work Samples are a sampling of the
different styles I work within:

I. “Into the Past” ~ LOVE AGAIN
"Into the Past" is sung by A'Ri'Ka in an early ACT I scene of LOVE
AGAIN. She explains why past-life regression could help Magda
unlock  the  secrets  to  her  past.  This  song's  instrumentation
includes the sounds of the cultures we will see in the main past-
lives'  scenes:  16th  c.  Andalucía,  Spain;  ancient  India,  9th  c.
Eastern Europe,  in  what  is  now Hungary.  I  utilized the stringed
instruments as the musical thread that connects these lifetimes:
Sitar  ~  India,  Guitar  ~  Spain,  Cimbalom  ~  Hungary,  Violin  ~
Romani.  With  this  song,  the  audience  not  only  receives
background information for  the  plot  but  also  the  sounds  of  the
cultural musical flavors used throughout the show.

II. “The Saga of the Irish Setter” ~ sample instrumental
This frenetic instrumental  is  from a narrative song about  a dog
who searches the whole world to find his mate, played as only the
best Irish musicians can -- lightning fast! I am submitting this song
to show the Panelists how I integrate the stylistic nuances of  a
particular culture into my works. I am Scotch-Irish but did not grow
up with the music of my heritage. I had to learn it later. However, I
do feel this song sounds authentically (modern, warp-speed) Irish.
It will definitely be a crowd-pleaser to close live shows.

III. “Strut & Groove”
This is one of my favorite original compositions, perhaps because
I adore counterpoint. “Strut & Groove” is an entire piece of strict
contrapuntal techniques – no fudging anywhere! Based on the first
several bars of the electric guitar, all other elements are counter
extrapolations from that: retrograde, inversion, inverted retrograde,
retrograde inversion,  diminution,  fragments,  etc.  Even the bass'
ostinato gets some retrograde love in the break. I  can see this
work expanded for full orchestra & opened up a little to breathe.
But the point of this work was the counterpoint! I also think it would
make a swell underscore for a groovy movie set in the 1970's.  

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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~ VII. McKNIGHT RESIDENCY PROPOSAL ~

When I was hired to sing Irish music at Irish pubs, I began to study the structure & playing
customs that create the Irish style. Later, when I was in Los Angeles, I attended open seisiúns
(sessions) all over the L.A. area. I went to a different pub nearly every night for 7 months, where
I played my bodhrán (drum) & sang. Being able to ask the Irish musicians questions one-on-one
& learn from their wisdom was invaluable. This immersion into Irish music greatly informed my
compositional approach to channeling the music of my heritage. 

I know a similar immersion into the music styles of classical India & Flamenco will greatly inform
my music composition for LOVE AGAIN.

To carry out my McKnight Visiting Composers Residency, I will spend my 30+ days interacting
with Minnesota artists who possess the technical skills, teaching expertise, & years of wisdom
gained from performing classical Indian &/or Flamenco music.

The purpose of this cultural immersion:
• To learn firsthand from these professional artist-teachers;
• To be able to ask questions (& make mistakes) as I learn;
• To allow the technique & artistry to integrate into my being so that I can weave these

authentic influences into LOVE AGAIN.

My plan is to interact with individual artists as well as groups:
• To take lessons/classes, learning the basics of rhythms, music motifs, & singing styles in

order to compose the 2 scenes for LOVE AGAIN at a future date;
• To  learn  about  clothing  (for  costumes),  props,  hair,  makeup,  &  other  elements  that

contribute to an artist's performance;
• To  observe  rehearsals,  not  only  for  choreography  (which  will  inform  the  vocal

arrangement of my music), but to hear how vocal harmony is incorporated into the style;
• To observe instrumentalists & ask them questions about their instruments, the music, &

techniques;
• To host a get-together of cultural sharing between the artists of these 2 styles: Indian &

Flamenco, which could be livestreamed over social media for the public to enjoy;
• To interview the artists (if they are willing) on my social media, to share their love of

these artforms & why they pursue them. 

I  am open to  the suggestions of  the  McKnight  & ACF staff.  These are  my ideas from the
perspective of, “If I were a kid in a candy store, what would I want?” This proposal answers that.

I sincerely thank you for your consideration.

trish

T R I S H   C A U S E Y   ~   contact@trishcausey.com
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~ VIII. References ~

Reference letters available upon request:
• Zachary  James ~  GRAMMY®  Award-winner  for  Metropolitan  Opera's  AKHNATEN;

BroadwayWorld's “Vocalist of the Decade”;
• Renée Sokol Huff ~ award-winning mezzo-soprano; DMA from the University of North

Carolina – Greensboro;  
• Jim Schaeffer ~ Director Emeritus, Center for Contemporary Opera;
• Brian O'Neil ~ Best-selling author of  Acting As a Business, Professor: Juilliard, NYU-

Tisch, Yale.

~ IX. ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ~
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Putting together a sample promo pack for selected demos as we get them recorded.
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Sample poster for promo pack. I am a visual person as well as aural. Creating a visual reference
helps me in crafting & understanding my characters' world as I compose their songs.


